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UNDERSTANDING LITERACY IN A COLLEGE SETTING

,R. C.Richardson, Jr.
Professor of Higher Education
Arizona State University

\

The movement-from meritocratic to open access higher education has produced
changes 3n the structur'q,isize and dlversity of the postsecondary enterprise
that have been'Widely ndted aind discussed. TheiMpact of these changes-on the,
learning experience itself has been the subject of much speculation but few
'studi'es. Clearly, there are warning signals that growth May have been accom-
panied by less visible changes fn qualitative standards as suggested by
Involvement inLearning, the report of the Study Group on Excellence in
American Higher Education. To their concerns about graduation rates in
general,,student performance on.subject area tests of the Graduate Record
Examination, and loss of curricular coherencebecause of increasing rPiance on
pert-time faculty; must be added the recent news that minority progressvtoWard
.equal access has leveled off with Blacks, Hispanics and Native Americans still.
underrepresented in four-year institutions. Of even greater concery is the
significant decline-in degree achievement reported for Black males,'

In 1978, The National. Institute of Education funded a three-year .studs' designed
to examine, in depth, the impact on institutional standards when a college
admits or actively recruits students who lack the. academic preparation and
objectives traditionally.associated with college attendance. As well, the
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study wasAioncerned with the impagt of the institution,' both on the new non-
.

traditionr. students as well as' on those who continued to attend for.tradi-
tional reasons with traditional skills. The three-year study involved a single
community college given the pseudonym of 0*,vood. While the dominant strategy
waS ethnomethodology, the research team was drawn from such diverse fields as
anthropology, Sociology, English, psylology,. public administration, rgading
and higher education. A complete summ ry of the project is avaAlable.`

Selected aspects appear in Literacy in the Open Access College.

In this,article, I will summarize slime of.the key concepts that emerged from
the study and address three related issues. Since this s'tudy.focused on

single college and used predominantly an inductive approach, the results were
hypotheses about changes in.learning'experiences for students rathei-.than
findings that could be generalized to other settings, .The.first issue then
involves the extent to which the hypotheses from our study can upfully be .

applied to'descoibe,learning conditionS generally as tl*e occur in.open access
community colleges.

We chose to study a Community college because such i titutions have been on
the.cutting edge of a social policy aimed at makfn stsecondary education'.
available to all who wish' to attend. Community-c 1 ave been described as
more susceptible to administrative dominance as. w. 1 s ess concerned. k
'the academic character of courses designed toresp d o community heeds.
Clearly, the impact on student learning, of growt in size and diversity should
be magnified in those institutions with the fewe t barriers to change, but this
observation raises a second issue. Fbur-year colleges-a0 un ersities have
not escaped the influences that have impacted most .heavily fomMunity
colleges. Many urban universities count more community col Oe transfers than
'natile'students in their graduating classes. And as Riesman notes, one result
0-f4A: decline in enrollments has been to 0-tir distinctions betwden community
colleges and their four-year counterparts.." While this .

2

3

Richardson and others,,,ERIC Document ED 217-925

Richardson, Fisk, Okim. Jossey-Bass, 1983.

4

See for example, Mortimer and McConnell, Sharing Authority Effectively. 'San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass,,, 1978, p. 12.

Riely, David On Higher Education. San Francisco: JosSey-Bass, 1981.
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Riesman, On Higher Education, p. 196
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second is ue cannot be addressed from the perspective of the N1E Study, a
1

9
t
C ,

.

current seard effort funded by the Ford Foundation and aimed at describing..
practices that facilitate or impede achievement of bachelors degrees by urban
students' who begin their postsecondary education in a community college, offers
some insights.

A final issue invOlves the relationship between institutional, policies and

practices and observed outcomes- While, it seems clear that many, of the
variables influencing student learning..experience including student charac-
teristic, high school preparation And financial support both for individual
and institutions are externally determined, lt nonetheless seems useful to ask
questions about those variables that are amenable to institutional control and
to describe alteenatives to current practice where these exist. .

Critical Literacy Defined

,

The objective of examining the conseque es of serving an increasingly diverse
clientele both for an institution and for 't students led to the choice of
critical literacy.as an operational construct! We defined Critical .literacYas
the use of reading and writinilwithin a particular setting to achieve an iden-
tifiable goal: Thus, critical literacy-became the product of an interaction'
between students, faculty and their environments rather than an individual
trait measured by a standardized examination-. Our focus was on understanding
the kinds of transactions thatioccuiTed-as students went.throUgh.the'adMissions
process, registered for and attended clasSes and talked about their objectives
and experiences. As well, we were interested in administrative and faCulty
interpretations of the educational process and the policy decisions they.made
to cope with the pressures that came from the district office, the community
and an increasingly diverse student body.

Of course, we did not start out to study.cuiltical literacy. We began by asking
faculty members what their Courseswere intended to accomplish and.ho4. We
asked students why they were there.. And we Asked administrtitorS about their
priorities and poliCies. Following this initial.exploratory st4ge, we assigned
participant observers to classrooms and to administrative councils' and
committees. We interviewed faculty members and department Chairs and we. Sent.,.,.'
members of the research team, some speaking only Spanish, through the
admitsions and regAstrationprocess. Each semester membens,of the research
team shared their data with college administrators and faculty as a way.of.::.
giving something back to those upon whose cooperation the project depended and -
to'contirm the-accdracy of our observations., We found, as have Cooley and
others', that sharing neutral observer perceptions about pretess and outcomes. .

is a powerful catalyst for change, but our, purpose was to _understand the

setting, not to'alter it.,

Cooley, William U., "Improving.thePerformance of an Eddcational System",
Educational Researcher, June-July, 1983, p. 4-12.
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Ult imately, we readied a point inrour-work where it was necessary to find ways
ofexplaining the relationships we had observed so that others couldPtest our.
hypotheses' in other settings; The.proctss through which this was accomplished
has been described in detail byG14.ser.° We chose critical literacy as our
unifying theme because it best:explained what we had observed.

The concept of critical literacy grew out of our class room observations where
we saw few examples of the independent reading or writing of 'connected prose.
What we did see was the restricted tis'e of reading and writing to understand or

Produce fragmented language. We, termed this use "bitting" because students
Itcopied bits of information fram blackboards or skimmed textbooks to find
answers to study-gyide questions in preparation for Multiple choice tests. In

most, classes, students were Rot required to ripite essays pr researbi paters nor
, did they need tvengage in independent reading .of texts or other references in

thelabsence of strand external cues from their instructors.

The contrasting form of language usage we termed "texting". Students were
texting when they wrote essays or read a textbook,chapter to understand content
and emphasis. Texting represents the traditional view Of the type of written
'language use or critical literacy that 'colleges ought to promote. We saw
little texting at Oakwood. Instead, most practices seemed to discourage'any
natural 'inclination students might .have had toward such use. For example,

studenti who read textbooks in .a " texting" fashion early in a'semester soon
discovered that 'such reading was unnecessary .to recognize the, specific informa-
tion required to. pass multiple choice examinations. To understand why bitting
was 'emphasized and texting-discouraged, it was necessary tiol look beyond the
classroom.

The Literacy Study in Context
, . 1

,

Figure 1 summarizes`the influences that tohtributed to a reduced emphasis on
critical literacy at teakwood. Ourottention was drawn, initially to Changes in
institutional characteristics caused both .by changes in the external. environ- .

ment and administrative policies.

. .

The community college we studied was not a palssive reactor to a.changing exter-
nal environment. District administrators sought to modify their, environment '
and implemented policies aimed .at increasing theWresources and placing their
institutions in more viable positions with respect to the selective parts.of
the external environment, which they screened. These' administrative actions

.taken in, the interests of institutional survi4,01 and viability,. had conse-

.,,=eak,
8

Glaser B.G. Theoretical Sensitivity. Mill Valley, CA: The Sociology Press,
)1978.
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Figure l' (cont'd)
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qUences for the educational program that were often `unintended. and freqUently'
unnoticed.

Because of the enrollAnt-driven funding.fonnula from which OakwogOtierived its
revenues, administrators emphasized coUrseeneollMents rather than.Course.or
program ccmpIetions. Maximizing revenues:meant.offering.as.many Courses .

without prerequisites as possible;,and'keeping enrollment sizes, even in re- .

medial course, above the break - even.point. Because Oakwood clientele had
become More-diverse, partly as -a result .of institutional marketing-strategies,
the college was Under constant presiurelto broaden the range of edUcational .

programs 'offered. for example, during our study a new basit'skills blOCk
program was initiated for those who entered with reading skills belOw 8th grade
level.. Because Oakwood received unding for enrollments in. this news program do
the same basis as for transfer courses, any reductions in class size to accom-
modate the needs of those entering the basic skills block had to,beoffsetby
increased enrollments in other courses, a reality that- administrators were
qUick,, to deny but. faculty equally quick to recognize.

.

In the arena of institutional policies, the development of new programsto
serve amore diverte clientele in an/environment Of fiscal constraint required .

strategies designed to conserve funds. Prominent among these strategies was .

the increasing use of part -time. faculty. Whatever the merits of.the teaching
of part-time faculty, they were paid at.a very low.rate-encrwere not expected
td do advising'or to be involved'in programsdevelormentormaintenance. The .

-fact that more thap half of the program ultimately came to be offered through,
faculty in adjunct status, conveyed to. the ful1-time-faculty a sense of
hopelestness in termsof attempting to keep up with advising responsibilities..
At the quality of advising diminished the interest in program coherence also
suffered. As a consequence, it became difficult for students in many programs
to get the sequence Of courses required to graduate in a reasonable time ,

period. In fact, there was little relationship between' courseS in the class .

schedule and the programs that appeared in the college, catalog., Administrators
also emphasized alternate instructional techniqUes. The good faculty members

were those who did notsrequire studentS.to engage in'readingtby providing them .

.witti alternative means of getting the same information. Of course, the
alternative means most commonly fostered dependence on faculty members rather
.than independenCe in the acquisition of knowledge. .Ftnally, Oakwood had no
standards for student progress. To keep student s Wigible for financial.
assistance for as long as possible, Oakwood .tiad a Wity which permitted ..

PArning up .to fifteen hours toward an associate in general education degree. for
remedial courses. 'Students could eligible by taking essentially the
same fifteen-houes'sprester after semes

Instifutional characteristiCS and institutional Polities infltienCed the way% in .

,which facultpand students approached! the learning process. Because' :faculty

were confronted with great diversity in student preparation arid student

objectivei, they adopted efficient instructional Strategies. These. efficient'
,
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strategies were.methods conveying content by separating Itfton the critical
literacy requirements commonly associated with college level learning. Faculty'
passed out outlines and emphasized infOrmatiOn.in lectures. They tested for

low-level cognitive objectives with multiple choice.examinations...Students
could meertheir objectives of. earning a grade in a course without engaging. in'
the, connected writing or reading we haveAraditionally associated with the
acquisition and practice of critical literacy skills.

. !Of course, faculty adopted these efficient instructional strategies because
they were under severe pressure from students,.70%:of whom were part-time,
taking only 'a single course and not interested in earning a degree. Such

5tudents.had heavy outside responsibilities in terms of work and family, and
were resistantto doing anything more than learning the minimum knowledge
necessary to pass the multiple 'choice examinations. The attitude that the'
appropriate behavior in.courses consisted, of negotiating a set of minimvm

'demands With faculty, and themomeeting these with the least possible expendi-
ture-of outside effort was. fostered by the, absence among most .students in most
courses of any-perceived relationship between being -in class and the students'
educationarbbjectios,

. ,

Put another way, most students saw classes As obstacles to be overcome in the
pursuit-of a degree. They did not perceive any.relationship between, the
content they were learning and their-ultimate objective, which was 'either to
get.a job 'or' to upgradenthemselves in a job they already held. We found, as
have London and others,' a small percentage Of students who possessed an
interest in subject matter that went beyond simply meeting' the requirements for
a':gtade. Such students were the tarsiet of discrimination, both by students and
by faculty. In brief, theit interest in going beyondminimum requirements,'.
made them modern day "rate busters" and their efforts .were not welcomed by
their colleagues in, the learning experience.

During' the three-year period of our study, we observed the continuing erosion
of Critical literacy. requirements.: We cannot be lure that this was a conse-
quence of a reduction in the or preparation of the students in the
transfer courses.. In fact, it appeared that the major determinant of this

4 decline was the objectives rather than-the preparation of the students.

Students wanted toIneet requirements with the minimum possible expenditure. of
effort. Faculty confronted with, a majority of:students pursuing efficient
learning strategies tompromised.by preserving content at' the expense of
relingUishfingtheprotess through which content 'has been traditionally learned
at the college level:: Students were not required to engage in independent

r9
*

London, Howard B. The Culture of a Community College. New York: Praeger.

Publishers, 1978. ,
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reading pr writing activities and thus, .we found in most. Oakwood classes a lack

I

of emphasis on critical literacy., 4

Some. may wonder why anyone in a technologically oriented-society should be
concerned because college students obtain.and-use bits of information from
instructor handouts or computers rather than engaging in more traditional forms
of reading and writing. Our concern was-motivated .by the importance of
community dolleges as the ma/or point of entry through which disadvantaged
urban.populationsgain access'to opportunities for upwardsocial mobility. In

, a society that is top-h9avy with credentials,. employers loOk increasingly at
where degrees .Were earned. Once on the job, workers in a.knowledge society are

. promoted, as much on their.ability to use language critically and independently
as they Are on specialized knowledge, which goes vapidly but of date.. But,
before spending too much time worrying about whether those who attend community
colleges may be at peril in' comparison with their four-yeai..counterparts, it

be useful to raise the question of whether the hypotheses formed from our
study ofOakwood repcesent reasonable'explanations of what happens in community
colleges', generally.

.

. 2n

. Is the Oakwood Story Atypical?

41P.

Here we are, of course, on much more tenuous ground but the question cannot be
avoided. 'Oakwood was a well-established College with excellent facilities and
funding, a highly competent and well-prepared professional staff and a student'

-/

body drawn dr tminantly from a suburban-and majority population. On the
surfaceothere as no reason to believe that Oakwood was different, from other
reasowbly affluent, mainstream community colleges. -.

(hie source of information about the question of comparability came from a
companion study funded concurrently by NIE but conducted independently at the
University of Texas at Austin. The findings were strikingly similar as
suggested by the following excerpts from that report: 2

t

16

"There are, however, grave concerns which arise, from-our findings that
students come tq expect, through their college exPeriences, that
reading and writing are not important in'themsel.yes - that nstructors
do not,demand anythitg.from them beyond brief, df4jointed respqnges to
specific,.narrOw questions."

"The reduction Of reading and writing tasks to.those- performative
activities that extract information from tont t thatrrequirno
demonstration of synthesis/comprehension Of 1 "ger issues cannot be

construqg as ever improving or developingstv nts ability to read and
write. ".

Roueche, S.D. and Comktock. U.N. "A Report onlheory and Methods for the
Study ofLiteracy Development in Community Colleges" (ERIC DOcuMent ED
211,.161)AIE, 1981. Pp 1-45, 1 -61:I

. ( .

L.
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A'third source of-information on the generalization .issue js. much more persOal
and' subjective. Since publication of Literacy in the pen Access College', I

haye visited with faculty and administrators across thkropuntryr have asked
whether the practices described were significantly different frWth'se in .

their- own institutions, .And I have asked; are there bettee,expl for
what We saw? Perhaps it is the nortal courtesy accorded a visit to.

date, no one has taken serious exception to the-accuracy of our descr Ptidns;
,nor has anyone suggested that the practices we saw at 'Oakwood were different in-
kind from their own, experiences.

A final approach to testing whether learning 6periences at Oakicod were
Comparable to those in other community colleges involves looking at similari-
ties*in institutional. policies 4s thesehave evolved "from the academically

oriented comMunity colleges.of the 60's, serving Predominantly' a full-time
Student population, to the vocationally oriented "community based learning,
centers ". of the 80's serving,apart-tite studentipopulatiOn, that may amoant to

asliany as-70% of those enrolled, as was the case at Oakwood.

Beginnihg at the end of th'e'60's and extending thhugfr theiast decade, many
community colleges including Oakwood, initiated a series of policy changes that
affected.tost areas of institutional operation. The half-day orientation
sessions common in the early 60's were relinquished in ,favor of.efficient

strategies, for getting students into discrete courses. Demands onjull-Atime
faculty and counselors for advising were reduced thrbUgh souild and slide
presentations. An advising system, never robust, collapsed' or all but those.
in selective vocational programs, under the weight of the influx of part -time-
students and the growing numbers of part-time faculty whose miserly compensa-
tion was justified .by limiting their responsibilities to meeting classes.

Where:institutions made4n effort to' astess the' preparation of-entering
students,.the effort extended only to those attending full-time who applied
early enough to follow prescribed institutional proced' s. Placement on the .

basis of competency was most commonly voluntary. For m ny institutions,. this

meant that two-thirds or.more of the.studerits.in colle e.credit transfer
,offerings enrolled. without benefit of any assessment ,o whether -they posSessed

the.requisite skills FaCed with incredible diversity in their classrooms,
faculty.preserved an emphasis on mastery of content by finding ways of.
transmitting and testing for discrete units Of knowledge produciwthe bitting'
forms of literacy previously described.

.

.

Students, especially those from minority batkgrounds, resisted the notion of
taking courses that did ,not tarry credit. Regulations for veterans;' -as well as.
the advent of need-based financial aid platedadditional pressure on Colleges .

prying large numbers of Underprepared'students to offer.credit fdr, all *..

courses, including* English as a Second, Language, and gratman schoolarithmetic.

-Offering credit was not 'enough; the .courses had to be applicableto some degree
and so, a new degree, the associate in general.educationl was created, Any

.,;

.
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sudent who earned the requisite number of hourscould receive a degree without
the necessity of following a prescribed program.

.

The impact of: theseand othe of icy changes, including-non-punitive grading.
.

and the. absence of standards fOrprogrets producedoincreased access measured by
rates of participation but declining-ratet.of achievement, meas9red by such
traditional indicators as number of' graduates and the numbersqlid peffarmance .'

of transfer Students. tInterestingly, at th.e same'time these.developments were
taking place in ;most areas of/ the curriculum,, the level of achievement in
selective allied.health programs. was: Improving under the influence of certify-

.

remained well the -levels of their idNiolvement inopen accessareas.
ing'agenCies. 'However, participation qr-minority in. such programs

l.

A 0
P. . ,

The changes described above 'have been. widely noted in the literature o
.community colleges. Indeed, mos4 of these changes have been cited' as irues
and they we)l'may be in terms, of\promoting acctss. They' do pot, howe ,

. praMote critical literacy and for that reason, contribute to currentc ncerns
abotquality and achievement.

A $
.. . .

, ' 1 .. . !,.

In one sense, it's not appropriateto ClescriWt e conditions we-observed at
. Oakwood.asthe norm for community colleges, 4 poi that McCabe eMphasizes.tn

his review .of Literacy in-the Open- Access College. In .another,. as McCabe. ...

. acknowledges,.the problem of literaCy is a. ry = i one for education" in ,

, .

America and one thathas fallen with particu Jorte on. community colleges.
It isoclear that practices vary'conSidsrably.amOng institutions of the. same
type. Equally, it isaapparent that Community colleges have made significant
changes in several Orthete policy areas since we concluded our study. Despite
these qualifications, the weightof.eviderice suggests' that the hypotheses we
formed from our stUdy'of Oakwoodwere appicablt to most community colleges,_at
the time of our study. A more intriguing question involves the extent to
.which they were also applicable to four-year institutions, an issue raised.by ,

McCabe, as well as Rielman., ';:- .

Has Critical Literacy Declined 'in Four-Year InstitutiOns?
.

. ).

There is no way of addresting this.qUestion within theicontext of our original
study. Within the past year, hOdever, the FordFoundtion has funded two Ai"
research projects aimed at 'analyzing state and institutional policies which
impede .or- facilitate progre1s to thdibaccalauriate degree for students o

begin their postsecondary education.lt Community colleges in eight ma' urban
areas around the country. In each of.,these areas, site Oits have n made
to an urban community college and ane adjacent urban university e the

.

11
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greatest number of transfer .:students matriculate The policy areas examined

during these site visits were the same as thosevthat emerged as important in
our study of critical literacy at Oakwood. While the result's of this project
will not he available until November, 1985, institutional site visits have been
completed, so it is possible to form s6mcpreliminary impressions.' .While the
public urban universities participating in the study are by no means epresen-
tative of four-yea colleges and wiversities in general,, they., like community
colleges, serve populations that come disproportionately frOm big city public
school, systems noted for the large numbers of uderprepared students they
graduate. Their practices, therefore, probably represent more the extreme .

four-year college-and univeissip accommodation to changes in levels of critical
literacy than the norm.

Despite demographic pressures, most of the Universities participating in the
4 Ford project have remained relatively selec ive in comparison with their

community college counterparts. While the d ree of selectivity varied, only .

one could'be described as open-access and even or this institution the
description had to be qualified because the institution, by state law, was

/required to accept all graduates ohigh schools within the state 'Who followed
oprescribed .college preparatory curriculum. Significantly, this university
perates a large vestibule program into which areplaced on a mandatory basis

those community caller transfers and students nplying, directly from high
school who dmenot score at an appropriate level on Olacement examination
Minority students are overrepresented in the vestibule program and Under-
represented. in the university; at large.

In addition to selective admissions to most Institutions there are differential
standards for being adMitted to the- collegel: Business and Engineering apply

the most rigorous requirements Wile Ads and ScienCes provide an alternative
for those who lack the prerequisites foT admission to p- professional ,school but
areiadmissable to the university. ,The praCtiee Is noY unlike thelpre-
proftessional programs offered within community colleges where students removed.
deficiencies and await their turn for admission to the program of their choice.

Where pressures from articulation agreements or state coordinating agencies
place pressure on faculty to accept community college Courses they do net
believe to .be the esivalent of their own offerings, a number of, practices have.

developed aimed at:Screening the competencies of transfer. students. Several

universities administ validation examinations designed to assess whether

transfers possess knowledge that is prerequisite to an advanced cour e..
Students who fail such .examlnations may find that credit is being he d,"in
escrow" uOtil they complete the next coOlse in the sequence. 'Additi pally,
there is ConsioteraOle juggling of the curriculum to place as many co rses as

postiOle beyond the reach of community colleges by assigning them upper
division status': Partly as a result of these practices, community college
transfers often end up witiymorre elective credits and fewer credits in the
major thgn,desirable, in terms of optimum progression to a degree.

All of these practiced did others might suggest that four-year co es agd

universities have ins argb themselves from the changes in critical 1 iter4cy

4
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requirements that have taken place in-community colleges. But, there is
'additional evidence thatplaces,this conclusion tn ddubt.

The urban universities in the Ford Project. re heavily depende t on transfer
students, most of whomcome.from community "colleges.- Institu ional research
data demonstrates clearly that transfer students who spend t equivAlent of
two yearsin a community college and who complete a coherent program comparable
tahg first two years of the university :program perform. nearly astwell as
native students and graduate at comparable rates: They achieve success in'the.
more selective schools of engineering And business; as well as in education and
arts and sciences. While transfers do not perform as well in the more camped-7
tive environment of the university as they did in the more nurturing
environment of the cOmmOtty college, they, nonethelessy)achieve at respectable
leveli,particUlarly when one considers that many of. them were not eligible to
attend the universitY At the time they graduated from high school. 1

Al so, the vidence on crittcal.literacy in. four -year colleges, andk
universities is.mixed- Quite clearly, these institutions ha4e escaped the
pressures of coping with the numbers of underprebared studentsithatJlave
,entered community colleges. Equally important, university faculty have been
`more successful in resisting administrative-pressures to alter traditional
practices to accommodate non-traditional students. Yet, both community college
transfers and native university students graduate with bachelors degrees
without being ableto demonstrate the tenth grade competencie in reading,
.writing and mathematies,required by some .states on teacher cettification exams.
It seems unlikely that this phenomenon is confined to schools of education
Since their majors take the same arts-and sciences courses in the lower
division required.for all professional schools.

;

Clearly, there is a. difference between the emphasis on competencies and
techniques that characterizes the professional school and the fops on.critical
literacy'that ought to characterize general. education offerings. rt.is equally
evident that the-.same students who resist critical literacy requirements in
general education offerings where they perceive littWrelationship between

such requirements and their objeCtives for attending college, are-much less
resistant to engaging in critical literacy behaviors in courses where they do
see a direct payoff in terms of career objectives. The problem'arises from the
_lack of integration between the content,- oriented professional faculty who could,.
require'critical-literacy behaviors but typically do not and the general
'education faculty who,are supposed to emphastze critical literaCy buteither do
not- or cannot. The problemd'is not helped by the tendency fbr universities to

%urn over responsibility for many general educaion'courses to gradUate
assistants.or,part-time lecturers. .

Universities have not been unaware of the threat to program quality posed by
these conditions.'. The current emphasis on writing across the curriculum is

' both.an acknowledgement of the.decline in critical literacy requirements' and an
attempt to correct the roblem by emphasizing the resionsibility of faculty- in
refessional fields to. promote the independent and critical use of language.
The successful efforts of many formerly upper division and. graduate universi-
ties. in adding freshman and sophomore classes has. had, as part of its agenda,

a 15
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achieving more consistent-standards for critical literacy among those accepted

to junior standing.. And universities in a growing number of states have .

increased admission requirements.

On one level, universities deserve praise'forrtheir efforts to, preserve
academic standards and to require better preparation from new matriculants.
From a different perspective, it is already apparent that one constquence ofi
the movement toward increased standards has been to'increase,the dispropor-

.
t(lonate number of minority students already concentrated in,community colleges
where several $tudi% havelpggested they have the least chance of persisting
to a baccalaureate,degree. Despite the increased proportion of minority
students in high school graduating classes, many urban universities-are
experiencing a declining percentage of minorities among their student bodies.
And those who do attend, graduate at about half the rate of their non - minority
counterparts. ,These developments have not escaped.the-attention of legislators
and coordinating boards. The policy issuejore complex and not susceptible to
simple solutions.

Strengthening Critical Literaey Without Sacrificing Access

As important as it is to strengthen. the ability of college graduates toengage..
in critical literacy, this objective cannot.be pursued at the expense of access
without serious consequences for colleges as well as society. Those who see
quality and access as mutually exclusive assume that our choices are limited to ,

returning to the practices Of.the sixties to improve quality or continuing 0
emphasize current practices to'optimize access. There are.other alternatives,

The urban Community college_and the'oublic'Urban university are creations of

the past 'quarter. Century, As' the life span of -institutions is calculated, both
are young, nd di this point, have pursued largely independent. directions. .

Universities have been concerned about the development of graduate programs and
research. Where discretionary funds have been available to improve learning-
conditions for'underprepared students, they have developed special programs of
demonstrated efficiency; When discretionary funds are cut,, the institution

faced:withthe choice of preierving services for disadvantaged students or
continuing development as research institutions. The decision to focus on the
latter-is inevitable and understandableparticularly when oneconsiders the

level of competition that characterizes state four-year systems. And the
proportion oil,underprepared students.being served ,by urbarruniversities in
contrast totheir flagship counterparts in less urban settings.

Urban universities do.what they can to improg their learning environments
within theconstraints of-available resources and competing institutional.
priorities. Most would like the option of providing residence halls for more
of their students. Created as commuter inttitutiOnso.many see-the absence of:
such facilities as a barrier in providing effective learning conditions for. ;

12:

Astir, Alexander W. Minorities A American kigherlducation. San Francisco:
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minorities. Most also recognize the scarcity of minority role models among
their faculty and administrative staffs as a particular handicap and several
have created incentive lines for departments able'to recruit quaTified minority
faculty:

Of- course, many of the problems in urban setlipgs can be traced to the
achievement levels of students graduating from the public schools. Both
community colleges and public universities have programs for "adopting" inner
city schools to strengthen academic offerings and to encourage students to
avo . the deficiencies .in mathematics and science which so severely constrAp.

opportunities for later schooling. Urban universities and community colleges
al e offer extensive remedial work but there is at least tacit recognition
that tudents, more than marginally deficient, have a better chance in the
comm ity college with its wider range of course offerings, greater flexibility
in t e requirements, more commitment' to working with the underprepared and a .

gen: ally more supportive environment.

C unity colleges are beginrting to reemphasize orientation and advisement.
here is much less reluctance to require placement on the basis of assessed
competencies and there are fewer loopholes for students to enter classes
without being assessed'. Some urban community colleges award scholarsh s an
the basis .of merit rather 'than need and have initiated honors program . The

excessive emphasis, on jobs and training is giving way to a more balan ed effort
to provide career opportunities while placing renewed emphasis.Oh baccalaureate
options. In some urban areas, universities:are-aiding this effort by offering
transition courses taught by. university faculty on community college campuses.
As well greater attention is being giiien to improving advising, rientation and
support services for transfers. Spedgal attention is being given to the needs
)f minorities.

. .

Recent legislation, which requires stUdentt receiving federal financial.aid
make satisfactory progress. toward a.defined objective tn order.to remain

.

eligible, has given a boost to urban community colleges where two-thirds or
more of all students receive financial assistance.' Tifere is growing concern 0
well with the validation of learning experiences through some assessment of.
exit competencies. - There are prObably better measures of the ability to
display critical literacy skills than counting' the numberlaf_wards students

write during their lower division experience as mandated by the State of
Florida. Community college leaders increasingly recognize that a more
desirable alternative to state requirements or validation exams edministered by
univprsitiespay be the definition and assessment of exit competencies by their
owv staffs*. However, the difficulties of getting agreemept on what the
competencies' shduld'be, and how they should be measured are formidable.
Whether or not current efforts to identify and assess competencies come to
fruition, they will have served a purpose in sensitizing faculty and .

administrators alike to the need'forcommon expectations for critical literacy

in the first two years of the baccalaureate experienCe.

Perhaps the most important development of all involves the greater recoghitl
among both.university and community college leaders of the need to improv
cooperation and coordination. When esources and students were:in oversupply,.

17
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institutions were free to pursue their independently planned priorities.
,AccoUntability'meant demonstrating an increase in the number of. students' -

enrolled for the current year. And concerns for equity were satisfied by
reporting participation rates.

In todays environment, the rules have changed. The question is not how many !

but with what.results. Improving the achievement of students who lack
traditional preparation offers a significant challenge that' rban institutions
cannot easily escape. The demographics for at least. the next 'decade indicate
there will be far fewer students with traditional preparation,than'can be .

accommodated by available capacity. It will. not be enough to find institutions
that will, award credentials for learning experiences devoid of appropriate
emphasis on critical literacy. Credentials are useful in securing entry level

employment only to the'degree they are scarce and signify the possession of
required competencies. The limitations of credentials without competencies are
no where more evident than in the growing use of teacher -certification.examS to

screen college graduates'for minimum skills.in. reading, writing and
mathematics.

.

Urban areas are threatened bythe'absentelof critical literacy skills among
high perlOntages of their population.. Urban universities and,Community
colleges represent the best hope for interrupting the channeling process
through which those'who lack such skills gain credentials as teacpers and
return,to perpetuate their own inadequacies through the public sctiool-system,13.
Achieving this hope will require conscious.effort'to improve communication and

to see roles as:mutually complementary rather than .competitive, or independent.

13

Fora description of,this process, see Orfield, Gary and others, The Chicago
Study of Access and Choice in Higher Education: 'Chicago: Committee on
Public Policy Studies of the University of Chicago, 1984.
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